Improved methods of AAV-mediated gene targeting for human cell lines using ribosome-skipping 2A peptide
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ABSTRACT

The adeno-associated virus (AAV)-based targeting vector has been one of the tools commonly used for genome modification in human cell lines. It allows for relatively efficient gene targeting associated with 1–4-log higher ratios of homologous-to-random integration of targeting vectors (H/R ratios) than plasmid-based targeting vectors, without actively introducing DNA double-strand breaks. In this study, we sought to improve the efficiency of AAV-mediated gene targeting by introducing a 2A-based promoter-trap system into targeting constructs. We generated three distinct AAV-based targeting vectors carrying 2A for promoter trapping, each targeting a GFP-based reporter module incorporated into the genome, PIGA exon 6 or PIGA intron 5. The absolute gene targeting efficiencies and H/R ratios attained using these vectors were assessed in multiple human cell lines and compared with those attained using targeting vectors carrying internal ribosome entry site (IRES) for promoter trapping. We found that the use of 2A for promoter trapping increased absolute gene targeting efficiencies by 3.4–28-fold and H/R ratios by 2–5-fold compared to values obtained with IRES. In CRISPR-Cas9-assisted gene targeting using plasmid-based targeting vectors, the use of 2A did not enhance the H/R ratios but did upregulate the absolute gene targeting efficiencies compared to the use of IRES.

INTRODUCTION

Gene targeting in human cell lines is a useful technology allowing for the biological analyses of human gene function under physiological conditions (1). This technology enables the establishment of isogenic sibling clones which differ from each other only by the presence or absence of a designed genetic alteration in a gene of interest. By comparing the properties of sibling clones, logical and definitive studies of human gene function can be conducted. Gene-targeted human cell lines also serve as a platform for developing and validating molecularly targeted therapies (2–4).

Although gene targeting is generally difficult to achieve in somatic cells partly because of the low homologous recombination efficiency (5), gene targeting in human somatic cell lines has been successfully achieved using adeno-associated virus (AAV)-based targeting vectors (6,7). AAV-based targeting vectors were shown to have 1–4-log higher efficiency of gene targeting (the ratio of homologous to random integration of targeting vectors into the genome; H/R ratio) compared to that using plasmid-based targeting vectors (6,8–11). AAV-based targeting vectors do not actively introduce DNA double-strand breaks into the genome and thus likely produce a relatively low frequency of off-target genetic alterations. Although several different technologies for genome editing have been developed (12–17), AAV-mediated gene targeting remains a useful alternative method for introducing designed genetic alterations in human somatic cell lines (18). AAV-mediated gene targeting has also been applied to gene targeting in human primary cells and stem cells ex vivo to develop new therapies against an inherited genetic disorder, epidermolysis bullosa (19,20). In addition, the AAV vector is thought to be relatively safe as a vehicle for in vivo gene delivery (21,22). AAV-based targeting vectors have been employed in a preclinical in vivo study to correct the deficiency of coagulation factor IX (F9) using the targeted knock-in approach in murine hepatocytes (23).

Significant improvements have been made in the technology used in AAV-mediated gene targeting to facilitate its procedures and improve its efficiency (7,24–26). One of these improvements was the introduction of a promoter-trap system exploiting an internal ribosome entry site (IRES) to express a promoterless antibiotic resistance gene in targeting vectors (24). The promoter-trap system reduces the number of antibiotic-resistant clones formed by random integration of targeting vectors into the genome, thus allowing for the enrichment of gene-targeted cell clones and leading to a higher H/R ratio of the targeting vector. IRES has proven useful to conduct promoter trapping; however,
a more powerful promoter-trap system would further facilitate AAV-mediated gene targeting and enable the application of this technology to a wide range of human cell lines. The 2A sequence, which has been characterized in foot and mouth disease virus and some other viruses, encodes a short peptide that mediates translational skip close to its 3' end, resulting in multicistronic expression of polypeptides from a single mRNA (27,28). Equal amounts of proteins are yielded from the two genes connected via 2A, while IRES often induces lower protein production from the downstream gene compared with the upstream gene (29). Because of these properties, many studies have exploited 2A as a tool for genetic engineering in cells, such as to express multiple genes from a single vector (30,31). In addition, 2A has been used in plasmid-based targeting vectors to express a promoterless antibiotic resistance gene within a promoter-trap system for gene targeting assisted by designed endonucleases (32–34). The use of 2A should also be of particular advantage in AAV vectors as it is small in size and AAV vectors have a strict size limit of ∼5 kb in total. Indeed, 2A has been used in AAV vectors to express multiple genes from the same vector (35–37) or to place an exogenous gene downstream of an endogenous gene to allow for stable expression of a therapeutic gene (23). However, to our knowledge, few studies have reported the use of 2A within AAV-based targeting vectors for the enrichment of gene-targeted cell clones using the promoter-trap strategy.

In this study, we generated multiple AAV-based targeting vectors bearing a 2A-based promoter-trap system and systematically compared their capacity to enrich gene-targeted cell clones with the levels achieved using an IRES-based promoter-trap system. We first created a versatile AAV plasmid to serve as a platform for constructing AAV-based targeting vectors bearing 2A and a promoterless neomycin resistance (NeoR) gene for promoter trapping. Multiple targeting vectors were then constructed based on this plasmid, and gene targeting efficiencies achieved with these targeting vectors were determined in multiple human somatic cell lines. In addition, we also compared the capacities of these promoter-trap systems to enrich gene-targeted clones in gene targeting assisted by a clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR)-CRISPR-associated (Cas) system.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

General molecular biology techniques

Extraction of genomic DNA (gDNA) and total RNA as well as the synthesis of complementary DNA (cDNA) from total RNA were carried out using PureLink Genomic DNA Mini Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA), NucleoSpin RNA Kit (TaKaRa Bio, Otsu, Japan) and High-Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific), respectively, following the manufacturers’ instructions. gDNA and cDNA were amplified by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) performed using Platinum Taq (Thermo Fisher Scientific) or Pwo SuperYield (Roche, Basel, Switzerland) DNA polymerase with a Veriti Thermal Cycler (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Sequence analyses were carried out using the BigDye Terminator v3.1 Cycle Sequencing Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Southern blotting was performed as described previously (10).

AAV vectors

To construct pAAV-2Neo, pSEPT (a gift from Dr Fred Bunz, Johns Hopkins University; ref (9)) was initially cleaved with BstXI to remove a loxP site, synthetic intron (IVS) and IRES. The remaining part of the plasmid was ligated to annealed oligonucleotides containing Thossea asigna virus 2A, another set of annealed oligonucleotides containing a ‘frame adjuster’ and then a loxP site and IVS excised from pSEPT. The resulting plasmid carried an assembled 2A-based promoter-trap module between two loxP sites. To incorporate a pair of inverted terminal repeats (ITRs) into this plasmid, the backbone of the plasmid was switched to that derived from pAAV-MCS (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA).

For the gene targeting assay based on the hygromycin B phosphotransferase gene fused to a 3′-truncated enhanced GFP (HygR-′5′EGFP) reporter system, we utilized an AAV-based promoter-trap targeting vector described in our previous study (11), the ATG-less targeting vector (TV), as EGFP-TV-ires in this study. To produce EGFP-TV-2A, pAAV-2Neo was cleaved with BsrGI and then self-ligated to adjust the reading frame. The resultant plasmid was cleaved at multiple cloning site-1 (MCS-1) and ligated with a 5′ homology arm that had been PCR-amplified with the oligonucleotide primers shown in Supplementary Table S1 using pEGFP-C1 (TaKaRa Bio) as a template. A 3′ homology arm was transferred from EGFP-TV-IRES to the resulting plasmid at MCS-2.

To disrupt PIGA exon 6, the targeting vector PIGAex6-TV-2A was produced by transferring the 5′ and 3′ homology arms from PIGAex6-TV-IRES to pAAV-2Neo, in which the frame adjuster was processed by BsrGI. PIGAex6-TV-IRES used in this study was identical to the AAV-based promoter-trap PIGA targeting vector without a negative selection cassette, which was described in our previous study (10).

To disrupt PIGA intron 5, we initially modified the frame adjuster in pAAV-2Neo by double-digesting it with BspE I and BsrGI and ligating the resultant linearized plasmid with a pair of annealed oligonucleotides (Supplementary Table S1). The resultant plasmid was cut with BspE I and then self-religated to truncate the new frame adjuster. The 5′ and 3′ homology arms were then PCR-amplified using the oligonucleotide primers listed in Supplementary Table S1 and were inserted into MCS-1 and MCS-2, respectively, to create PIGAint5-TV-2A. For PIGAint5-TV-IRES, both 5′ and 3′ homology arms of PIGAex6-TV-IRES were replaced with those excised from PIGAint5-TV-2A.

AAV-based targeting vectors were designed so that the combination of 5′ and 3′ homology arms in the respective vectors were between 1738 and 1992 bp in length, because the AAV vector has limited packaging capacity. Supplementary Table S2 summarizes the length of the homology arms in the respective targeting vectors.

Upon production of the vectors, the PCR-amplified fragments were fully sequenced after incorporation into the plasmids to verify their integrity.
Cell culture

The human cell lines used in this study include HCT116, DLD-1, AsPC-1, PL5 and HEK293T (American Type Culture Collection, Manassas, VA, USA) and HuP-T3 (Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO, USA). Cell culture was carried out in McCoy’s 5A modified medium (Sigma-Aldrich; for HCT116), RPMI-1640 medium (Wako, Osaka, Japan; for DLD-1, AsPC-1 and PL5) and Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (Wako; for HuP-T3 and HEK293T). Media were supplemented with 5% fetal bovine serum (BioWest, Nu- aillé, France) and 1% penicillin/streptomycin (Wako) prior to use for regular cell culture. The transfection of cells with the plasmids was performed using TransIT-L1 transfection reagent (Mirus Bio, Madison, WI, USA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Selection of cells with G418 (Life Technologies) was carried out at concentrations of 0.4 mg/ml (PL5 and HuP-T3), 0.8 mg/ml (HCT116 and AsPC-1) or 1 mg/mL (DLD-1) throughout the study.

AAV-based gene targeting assays

AAV-based gene targeting assays (an assay based on the HygR−5′ EGFP reporter system as well as assays targeting PIGA exon 6 and PIGA intron 5, respectively) were performed as previously described with some modifications (10,11,38). For all AAV-based gene targeting assays, AAV particles (serotype 2) were produced by co-transfection of HEK293T cells with AAV-based targeting plasmids along with the plasmids pAAV-RC and pHelper included in the AAV Helper-Free System (Agilent Technologies). Before infection, the cells were plated in 75-cm² flasks in triplicate at a density of 5 × 10⁵ cells/flask (HCT116, DLD-1 and their derivatives) or 1 × 10⁶ cells/flask (AsPC-1, PL5 and HuP-T3), and infected with AAV vectors at a multiplicity of infection (MOI) of 1 × 10⁴ on the following day. The MOIs of the AAV vectors were determined based on their copy numbers, which were quantified by real-time PCR using the StepOnePlus Real-Time PCR System (Thermo Fisher Scientific) as described previously (10,11). Infected cells were selected with G418 for ~2 weeks, dissociated with Accutase (Innovative Cell Technologies, San Diego, CA, USA) and collected as bulk populations of cells. Collected cells were directly analyzed by flow cytometry (FCM) in the HygR−5′ EGFP reporter gene targeting assay; while, in PIGA gene targeting assays, dissociated cells were stained with Alexa 488-conjugated inactive aerolysin variant (FLAER; Pinewood Scientific Services, Victoria, Canada) as per the manufacturer’s instructions and then subjected to FCM analyses. FCM analyses were performed using a FACSComp II flow cytometer (BD Biosciences, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA) based on an FL1-A (530 ± 15 nm) versus FL2-A (585 ± 21 nm) dot plot and the H/R ratios of the targeting vectors were determined as the ratios of GFP-positive and FLAER-negative cells in the HygR−5′ EGFP reporter and the PIGA gene targeting assays, respectively. To isolate GFP-positive and FLAER-negative single cell clones, the cells were sorted using FACSaria III (BD Biosciences). All AAV-based gene targeting assays were repeated twice and representative data are presented in the Figures and the ‘Results’ section.

Total integration frequency and plating efficiency in AAV-based gene targeting assays

Total integration frequency was represented as the efficiency of G418-resistant colony formation by the transduction of AAV vectors. To determine this efficiency, the cells were plated in 25-cm² flasks in triplicate at a density of 2 × 10⁴ cells/flask (HCT116, DLD-1 and their derivatives), 1 × 10⁵ cells/flask (PL5), 3 × 10⁵ cells/flask (HuP-T3) or 1 × 10⁶ cells/flask (AsPC-1), and infected with the respective AAV vectors at a MOI of 1 × 10⁴ on the following day. The cells were then selected with G418 for 1–2 weeks until visible colonies were formed, fixed/stained with 3.7% formaldehyde (Sigma-Aldrich) containing 0.2% (wt/vol) crystal violet (Sigma-Aldrich) and subjected to colony counting. To determine the plating efficiencies, the cells were inoculated into 25-cm² flasks in triplicate at the same densities described above, and dissociated and counted on the following day. The average values of triplicate samples were used as the plating efficiencies of the respective cell lines.

Quantitative reverse transcription (qRT)-PCR

For qRT-PCR of the NeoR gene, HCT116, DLD-1 or their derivative clones were plated into 6-well plates at a density of 1 × 10⁴ cells/well and infected with respective AAV-based targeting vectors at a MOI of 1 × 10⁴ on the following day. Four days after infection, total RNA was extracted from the cells in each well and converted to cDNA. PCR was carried out for each cDNA template in triplicate using SYBR Green Dye (Takara Bio) and StepOnePlus. A standard curve was constructed for each round of qRT-PCR using serially diluted samples, and gene expression in each sample was determined in reference to the standard curve. For qRT-PCR analyses of the HygR−5′ EGFP fusion gene and the PIGA gene, the HygR−5′ EGFP reporter clones as well as five cell lines employed in the disruption of PIGA exon 6 were propagated in exponential growth conditions and then processed for total RNA extraction and cdNA synthesis. PCR using cDNA samples was carried out using the same procedure as that for qRT-PCR analysis of the NeoR gene. Oligonucleotide primers used to amplify 186-, 160-, 211- and 184-bp fragments in the NeoR, HygR−5′ EGFP, PIGA and the GAPDH genes, respectively, are listed in Supplementary Table S1.

Western blotting

Five micrograms of whole cell protein extracts solubilized in Laemmli’s sample buffer were resolved by 15% (for NeoR) and 10% (for GAPDH) SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, transferred onto Immobilon-P membranes (Millipore, Bedford, MA, USA) and probed with primary and secondary antibodies. Primary antibodies used in this study include anti-neomycin phosphotransferase rabbit polyclonal antibody (Millipore) and anti-GAPDH rabbit monoclonal antibody (Cell Signaling Technology, Danvers, MA, USA). A horseradish peroxidase-linked anti-rabbit antibody (Cell Signaling Technology) was used as a secondary antibody. Membranes were visualized using ImmunoStar LD (Wako) and signals were quantified using Im-
ageQuant LAS-4000 (GE Healthcare, Little Chalfont, UK) according to the manufacturers’ instructions.

**CRISPR-Cas9-assisted gene targeting assay**

pSpCas9(BB)-2A-Puro (PX459) V2.0 (39), a versatile platform plasmid used for generating a CRISPR-Cas9 endonuclease, was a gift from Dr Feng Zhang (Broad Institute) obtained via Addgene (plasmid # 62988). To construct a CRISPR-Cas9 cleavage targeting the boundary of the $5’$ and $3’$ homology arms at $PIGA$ intron 5 (PX459-$PIGA$), a pair of 25-mer oligonucleotides (Supplementary Table S1) were annealed with each other and cloned into BbsI-BbsI site in PX459. Unmodified PX459 was used as a vector control.

To construct the targeting vectors $pPIGA$-IRES or $pPIGA$-IRES-2A, a $5’$ homology arm harboring an additional EcoRI site was generated by PCR using the pair of primers listed in Supplementary Table S1 and used to replace the $5’$ homology arms in $PIGA$-IRES and $PIGA$-IRES-2A.

For gene targeting assays using these constructs, the HCT116 and DLD-1 cell lines were seeded onto 25-cm$^2$ flasks in triplicate at a density of $2 \times 10^5$ cells/flask. On the following day, 5 µg/flask of PX459 or PX459 and 11 µg/flask of either $pPIGA$-IRES or $pPIGA$-IRES-2A was mixed with 15 µl/flask of TransIT-LT1 and transfected into the cells as per the manufacturer’s instructions. Transfected cells were selected with G418 for 1–2 weeks and processed for gDNA extraction. Restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) analysis was then performed using the collected gDNA to determine the ratio of $PIGA$ alleles in which an additional EcoRI site was introduced (representing targeted alleles) to the entire $PIGA$ alleles (representing the sum of targeted and intact alleles). To this end, gDNA samples were first processed for PCR amplification using the primers shown in Supplementary Table S1, purified using the PureLink Quick PCR Purification Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific), digested with EcoRI (or mock) and then separated by 2% agarose gel electrophoresis. Digital images of the gels were obtained using an AE-6932GXES Printgraph (ATTO, Tokyo, Japan) and analyzed to quantify the intensities of the 270- and 236-bp bands in each sample. The percentages of targeted alleles were calculated by the following equation: $\%$ targeted allele $= 27000 \times ‘236$-bp band’/$(236 \times ‘236$-bp band’ + 270 \times ‘236$-bp band’), where quotation marks represent the intensities of the indicated bands.

To determine the total integration frequencies in CRISPR-Cas9-assisted gene targeting assay, $3 \times 10^4$ cells/flask (HCT116) or $2 \times 10^4$ cells/flask (DLD-1) were seeded in 25-cm$^2$ flasks in triplicate and, on the following day, co-transfected with PX459-$PIGA$ (or PX459) and targeting vectors ($pPIGA$-IRES or $pPIGA$-IRES-2A) as described above. Cells were then selected with G418 until visible colonies were formed, fixed/stained and subjected to colony counting.

The CRISPR-Cas9-assisted gene targeting assay was repeated twice, and representative data are shown in Figure 6 and the ‘Results’ section.

**RESULTS**

**Platform plasmid pAAV-2Aneo to construct 2A-based promoter-trap gene targeting vectors with an AAV backbone**

We first generated a platform plasmid, pAAV-2Aneo, which facilitates the construction of AAV-based targeting vectors using a 2A-based promoter-trap system. pAAV-2Aneo harbors a promoter-trap module consisting of an IVS, the insect $Thosea asigna$ virus 2A, the Neo$^R$ gene and a polyadenylation site (Figure 1A). This promoter-trap module is encompassed by two loxP sites, which are flanked by two separate MCSs to allow for the ligation of $5’$ and $3’$ homology arms, respectively. In addition, a ‘frame adjuster’ consisting of two series of BspEl, MluI and BsrGI sites is located between IVS and 2A (Supplementary Figure S1A). Finally, all components described above are placed between two ITRs.

When a targeting vector disrupting an intron of a gene upon homologous integration is constructed based on pAAV-2Aneo, the $5’$ portion of the disrupted gene is transcribed as a fusion mRNA with 2A and Neo$^R$ (Figure 1B). By properly processing the frame adjuster during construc-
tion of the targeting vectors, 2A and Neo<sup>R</sup> are translated in the same reading frame with the disrupted gene (Supplementary Figure S1B). Meanwhile, if a targeting vector based on pAAV-2Aneo is designed such that it introduces the promoter-trap module into an exon, the 5′ portion of the disrupted gene is transcribed as a fusion mRNA with loxP, the exonic regions of IVS, 2A and Neo<sup>R</sup> (Figure 1C). By properly designing the junction of MCS-1 and the proximal end of the 5′ homology arm, the 5′ portion of the disrupted gene is translated as a fusion polypeptide with loxP and the exonic sequences of IVS (Supplementary Figure S1A). In addition, by cleaving the vector at two BsrGI sites within the frame adjuster followed by self-religation, the fusion polypeptide is translated in the same reading frame with 2A and Neo<sup>R</sup>. Collectively, production of the Neo<sup>R</sup> protein is permitted by proper processing of the frame adjuster during vector construction, regardless of whether the targeting vector is designed to disrupt an exon or an intron in a targeted gene.

2A-based promoter trapping assessed by the Hyg<sup>R</sup>-5′ EGFP reporter gene targeting assay

We then sought to utilize pAAV-2Aneo to evaluate gene targeting efficiency achieved with 2A-based promoter trapping. To this end, we employed a molecular system which monitors the efficiency of homologous recombination using a reporter vector comprised of the Hyg<sup>R</sup>-5′ EGFP gene (Figure 2A) (11). An AAV-based targeting vector was created by inserting 5′ and 3′ arms with homology to this reporter vector into the multiple cloning sites of pAAV-2Aneo (EGFP-TV-2A). In addition, we employed an AAV-based targeting vector identical to EGFP-TV-2A except that IRES was placed instead of the frame adjuster and 2A (EGFP-TV-IRES). Homologous recombination between the Hyg<sup>R</sup>-5′ EGFP reporter and one of these targeting vectors leads to GFP signal emission from the cells. In our previous study, the Hyg<sup>R</sup>-5′ EGFP reporter vector was transfected into the HCT116 and the DLD-1 cell lines and a reporter clone in which a single reporter vector was stably integrated into an unknown locus of the genome was isolated from each cell line (11). We infected these reporter clones with the above-described AAV-based targeting vectors, selected the cells with G418 and performed FCM analysis. As a result, EGFP-TV-2A achieved 2.0–2.4-fold higher H/R ratios than EGFP-TV-IRES (Figure 2B and C). GFP-positive single-cell clones were then isolated from the cells infected with EGFP-TV-2A by cell sorting during FCM analysis, and the sequences of a fusion mRNA consisting of Hyg<sup>R</sup>, EGFP, loxP, IVS, 2A and Neo<sup>R</sup> were determined. As expected, the fusion mRNA was spliced as shown in the schematic Figure 1C (Supplementary Figure S2).

2A-based promoter trapping assessed by endogenous PIGA gene targeting assay

We also employed a reporter system exploiting an endogenous gene to evaluate the gene targeting efficiencies achieved with 2A- and IRES-based promoter-trap systems. The PIGA gene, which is indispensable for glycosylphosphatidylinositol (GPI)-anchor synthesis and is located on the X-chromosome (40,41), was chosen as the reporter gene, and a targeting vector disrupting PIGA exon 6 (PIGAex6-TV-2A) was constructed based on pAAV-2Aneo (Figure 3A). We also employed an AAV-based targeting vector that was mostly identical to PIGAex6-TV-2A but contained IRES in place of the frame adjuster and 2A (PIGAex6-TV-IRES). These targeting vectors were used to infect five cell lines of male origin carrying a single X-chromosome (Figure 3B). Infected cells were selected with G418 and then stained with FLAER, a reagent that specifically binds to GPI-anchors (42). Staining with FLAER followed by FCM analysis enabled identification of GPI-anchor-deficient cells emerging upon the disruption of PIGA as a FLAER-negative cell population. This assay demonstrated that ~2–5-fold higher H/R ratios were achieved by the use of PIGAex6-TV-2A compared with the use of PIGAex6-TV-IRES (Figure 3B and C), which was largely concordant with the data acquired with the Hyg<sup>R</sup>-5′ EGFP reporter system. FLAER-negative single-cell clones were then isolated from the cells infected with PIGAex6-TV-2A by cell sorting during FCM analysis. We sequenced the fusion mRNA that included parts of PIGA, loxP, IVS, 2A and Neo<sup>R</sup> in these clones and confirmed that this mRNA was spliced as expected (Figure 1C, Supplementary Figure S3).

2A-based promoter trapping assessed by targeting of a PIGA intron

Targeting an intron of a gene (inserting an antibiotic resistance gene cassette into an intronic region) is a common strategy for targeted knock-in of a small mutation, insertion or deletion into an exon (3,43–46). We subsequently investigated whether the use of 2A for promoter trapping also enhances the efficiency of gene targeting when an intron of a gene is targeted. Using pAAV-2Aneo containing a modified frame adjuster (Supplementary Figure S4A) as a platform for construction, we created an AAV-based targeting vector to introduce a promoter-trap module into the PIGA intron 5 upon homologous integration into the genome (PIGaint5-TV-2A; Figure 4A). We also prepared another targeting vector that was very similar to PIGaint5-TV-2A but harbored IRES rather than the frame adjuster and 2A (PIGaint5-TV-IRES). These targeting vectors introduce a non-sense point mutation in exon 6 upon homologous integration into the PIGA locus, leading to the production of a non-functional PIGA protein. The assay was carried out using the HCT116 and the DLD-1 cell lines, as these cell lines showed higher H/R ratios than the other cell lines in the previous assay using PIGAex6-TV-2A. Cells were infected with the above-mentioned targeting vectors against PIGA intron 5, selected with G418, stained with FLAER and analyzed by FCM. We found that the use of 2A for promoter trapping led to ~3-fold higher H/R ratios compared to the use of IRES in this assay (Figure 4B and C). FLAER-negative single-cell clones were then established and processed for Southern blot analysis, confirming homologous integration of the targeting vector PIGaint5-TV-2A into the PIGA gene locus (Figure 4D). In addition, sequence analysis of these clones indicated that splicing occurred as predicted (schematically shown in Figure 1B) in the fusion mRNA involving partial PIGA, 2A and Neo<sup>R</sup> (Supplementary Figure S4B).
**Figure 2.** H/R ratios of targeting vectors assessed with HygR–5' EGFP reporter system. (A) A schematic description of the HygR–5' EGFP reporter system. Thin dotted lines indicate homologous regions between reporter vector and two targeting vectors. CMVp: CMV promoter, HygR–5' EGFP: fusion gene consisting of hygromycin resistance (hygromycin B phosphotransferase) gene and 3'-truncated enhanced GFP, TV: targeting vector, Stop: stop codon (TAA), IRES: internal ribosome entry site. For other abbreviations, see the legend for Figure 1. (B and C) H/R ratios of AAV-based targeting vectors determined using the HygR–5' EGFP reporter system. The HCT116 (B) and DLD-1 (C) cell lines carrying a single HygR–5' EGFP reporter vector integrated in the genome were infected with the AAV-based targeting vector EGFP-TV-IRES (IRES) or EGFP-TV-2A (2A), selected with G418, and then analyzed by FCM. An AAV vector targeting an unrelated gene created based on pAAV-2Aneo was used as a vector control (VC). For further controls, parental HCT116 and DLD-1 cells were infected with the same series of targeting vectors and analyzed in parallel. (Left) Representative dot plots obtained in FCM analyses. The percentage of GFP-positive cells is noted within each plot. (Right) Graphical representation of data obtained with cell clones carrying a HygR–5' EGFP reporter vector (mean ± s.e.m.; n = 3).
Figure 3. H/R ratios of AAV-based targeting vectors assessed by disruption of PIGA exon 6. (A) A scheme describing the disruption of PIGA exon 6. Thin dotted lines indicate homologous regions between the wild-type PIGA locus and targeting vectors. Stop: artificially introduced stop codon (TAA). For other abbreviations, see legends for Figures 1 and 2. (B) H/R ratios of targeting vectors disrupting PIGA exon 6. Five cell lines denoted on the left were infected with the AAV-based targeting vector PIGAex6-TV-IRES (IRES), PIGAex6-TV-2A (2A) or an AAV vector targeting an unrelated gene created based on pAAV-2Aneo (VC). Infected cells were selected with G418, stained with FLAER, and then analyzed by FCM. Cells infected with VC but not stained with FLAER were included as further controls. Shown are representative dot plots with the ratio of FLAER-negative cells noted within respective plots. (C) Graphical representation of data obtained with cells subjected to FLAER-staining in the assay described in (B) (mean ± s.e.m.; n = 3).
Figure 4. H/R ratios of AAV-based targeting vectors assessed by targeting of a PIGA intron. (A) A scheme describing the targeting of PIGA intron 5. A filled small rectangle indicates the location of a probe used in Southern blot analysis shown in (D). XbaI: restriction enzyme XbaI site. For other abbreviations, see legends for Figures 1–3. (B and C) H/R ratios of targeting vectors disrupting PIGA intron 5. The HCT116 and DLD-1 cell lines were infected with the AAV-based targeting vectors PIGAnt5-TV-IRES (IRES), PIGAnt5-TV-2A (2A) or an AAV vector targeting an unrelated gene created based on pAAV-2Aneo (VC). Infected cells were selected with G418, stained with FLAER and then analyzed by FCM. Cells infected with VC but not stained with FLAER were included as further controls. Shown are representative dot plots with the ratio of FLAER-negative cells noted in the respective plots (B) and a graphic representation of data obtained with cells subjected to FLAER-staining (mean ± s.e.m.; n = 3) (C). (D) Southern blot analysis of FLAER-negative and -positive single-cell clones. FLAER-negative and -positive cells were sorted from the HCT116 and DLD-1 cell lines infected with PIGAnt5-TV-2A and subjected to single cell cloning. Genomic DNA was isolated from the resulting clones, digested with XbaI and processed for Southern blot analysis with a probe depicted in (A). A white line within the gel image indicates the border of two distinct gels. Pa: parental cell line.
Absolute gene targeting frequency achieved using 2A-based promoter trapping

We subsequently addressed how the use of 2A and IRES for promoter trapping affected the total integration frequencies and the absolute gene targeting frequencies of AAV-based targeting vectors in respective experiments (Table 1). Total integration frequency of a targeting vector can be calculated by dividing ‘the number of G418-resistant colonies’ by ‘the number of cells inoculated for AAV infection’.

Absolute gene targeting frequency was calculated by multiplying total integration frequency and H/R ratio. ‘2A to IRES ratio’ is the mean value for 2A divided by the mean value for IRES.

Expression levels of the HygR-5' EGFP and the PIGA genes in reporter cell lines (clones)

In the gene targeting assays described above, substantially distinct H/R ratios and absolute gene targeting frequencies were achieved depending on the cell line (clone) used for the assays. Because gene targeting in these assays was performed based on the promoter-trap strategy, the transcription levels of the reporter genes in each cell line (clone) may affect the overall gene targeting efficiency. In addition, transcriptional activity at the genomic loci may be correlated with the accessibility of the loci by targeting vectors. We thus assessed the expression levels of reporter genes, the higher yield of NeoR protein downstream of 2A rather than IRES. To examine whether the NeoR protein was indeed expressed in higher levels using 2A, we next determined the levels of NeoR expressed from targeting vectors at the mRNA and protein levels. As shown in Figure 5A, qRT-PCR analysis revealed no significant difference between the expression levels of NeoR mRNA using 2A and IRES. In contrast, western blot analyses demonstrated significantly higher levels of NeoR protein derived from targeting vectors with 2A rather than those with IRES (Figure 5A and B). These data may at least partially account for the higher absolute gene targeting frequencies and total integration frequencies attained using 2A rather than IRES for promoter trapping in AAV-based targeting vectors.

Table 1. Total integration frequencies and absolute gene targeting frequencies achieved using the 2A-based or IRES-based promoter-trap system

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Cell line</th>
<th>Vector</th>
<th>Total integration frequency(^b)</th>
<th>2A to IRES ratio in total integration frequency(^c)</th>
<th>Absolute gene targeting frequency(^b)</th>
<th>2A to IRES ratio in absolute gene targeting frequency(^c)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>S.e.m.</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>S.e.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyg(^R)-5' EGFP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCT116</td>
<td>IRES</td>
<td>4.0 × 10(^{-2})</td>
<td>1.2 × 10(^{-3})</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>2.3 × 10(^{-4})</td>
<td>4.4 × 10(^{-5})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2A</td>
<td>6.3 × 10(^{-2})</td>
<td>1.1 × 10(^{-3})</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>7.7 × 10(^{-4})</td>
<td>9.4 × 10(^{-6})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLD-1</td>
<td>IRES</td>
<td>1.7 × 10(^{-2})</td>
<td>1.5 × 10(^{-4})</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>5.3 × 10(^{-3})</td>
<td>2.1 × 10(^{-4})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2A</td>
<td>3.7 × 10(^{-2})</td>
<td>4.3 × 10(^{-4})</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.2 × 10(^{-3})</td>
<td>1.4 × 10(^{-5})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIGA exon 6</td>
<td>HCT116</td>
<td>4.5 × 10(^{-3})</td>
<td>2.6 × 10(^{-4})</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>5.3 × 10(^{-7})</td>
<td>1.8 × 10(^{-10})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IRES</td>
<td>8.3 × 10(^{-3})</td>
<td>3.1 × 10(^{-4})</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>3.7 × 10(^{-6})</td>
<td>6.2 × 10(^{-7})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2A</td>
<td>1.3 × 10(^{-2})</td>
<td>5.8 × 10(^{-4})</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>5.0 × 10(^{-5})</td>
<td>5.0 × 10(^{-5})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AsPC-1</td>
<td>2.3 × 10(^{-5})</td>
<td>2.5 × 10(^{-6})</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>1.9 × 10(^{-6})</td>
<td>6.6 × 10(^{-7})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PL5</td>
<td>6.7 × 10(^{-5})</td>
<td>2.5 × 10(^{-6})</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.2 × 10(^{-5})</td>
<td>7.1 × 10(^{-7})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HuP-T3</td>
<td>2.3 × 10(^{-4})</td>
<td>1.1 × 10(^{-5})</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>5.3 × 10(^{-6})</td>
<td>8.8 × 10(^{-8})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2A</td>
<td>4.0 × 10(^{-4})</td>
<td>1.9 × 10(^{-5})</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>4.5 × 10(^{-5})</td>
<td>1.7 × 10(^{-5})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIGA intron 5</td>
<td>HCT116</td>
<td>3.5 × 10(^{-3})</td>
<td>5.1 × 10(^{-5})</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>6.0 × 10(^{-4})</td>
<td>6.9 × 10(^{-5})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DLD-1</td>
<td>1.3 × 10(^{-2})</td>
<td>3.6 × 10(^{-4})</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>2.9 × 10(^{-3})</td>
<td>9.6 × 10(^{-5})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2A</td>
<td>3.7 × 10(^{-2})</td>
<td>5.5 × 10(^{-4})</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>2.9 × 10(^{-3})</td>
<td>9.6 × 10(^{-5})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+ CRISPR-Cas9</td>
<td>1.6 × 10(^{-2})</td>
<td>2.8 × 10(^{-4})</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>4.2 × 10(^{-3})</td>
<td>3.8 × 10(^{-4})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HCT116</td>
<td>7.9 × 10(^{-2})</td>
<td>6.4 × 10(^{-4})</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>1.8 × 10(^{-2})</td>
<td>1.4 × 10(^{-3})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DLD-1</td>
<td>3.2 × 10(^{-3})</td>
<td>8.4 × 10(^{-5})</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>1.2 × 10(^{-3})</td>
<td>6.9 × 10(^{-5})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2A</td>
<td>1.0 × 10(^{-1})</td>
<td>1.6 × 10(^{-3})</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>1.9 × 10(^{-2})</td>
<td>2.3 × 10(^{-3})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)Total integration frequency was calculated by dividing ‘the number of G418-resistant colonies’ by ‘the number of cells inoculated for AAV infection (or plasmid transfection)’ and ‘plating efficiency’. Plating efficiencies empirically determined were 0.98 (HCT116 and its derivative), 0.87 (DLD-1 and its derivative), 0.79 (AsPC-1), 0.86 (PL5) and 0.95 (HuP-T3).

\(^b\)Absolute gene targeting frequency was calculated by multiplying total integration frequency and H/R ratio.

\(^c\)‘2A to IRES ratio’ is the mean value for 2A divided by the mean value for IRES.

NeoR protein expression using the 2A-based promoter-trap system

The higher absolute gene targeting frequencies and the larger number of G418-resistant colonies obtained using 2A in the promoter-trap system may be attributable to the higher yield of NeoR protein downstream of 2A rather than IRES. To examine whether the NeoR protein was indeed expressed in higher levels using 2A, we next determined the levels of NeoR expressed from targeting vectors at the mRNA and protein levels. As shown in Figure 5A, qRT-PCR analysis revealed no significant difference between the expression levels of NeoR mRNA using 2A and IRES. In contrast, western blot analyses demonstrated significantly higher levels of NeoR protein derived from targeting vectors with 2A rather than those with IRES (Figure 5A and B). These data may at least partially account for the higher absolute gene targeting frequencies and total integration frequencies attained using 2A rather than IRES for promoter trapping in AAV-based targeting vectors.
Figure 5. Levels of NeoR expression from AAV-based targeting vectors carrying the IRES- or 2A-based promoter-trap systems. (A) Expression levels of the NeoR mRNA (left) and protein (right). HCT116 and DLD-1 clones carrying a HygR–5′ EGFP reporter were infected with EGFP-TV-IRES (IRES) or EGFP-TV-2A (2A). Parental HCT116 and DLD-1 cells were infected with AAV-based targeting vectors against PIGA exon 6 (PIGA exon 6 (HCT116) and PIGA exon 6 (DLD-1)) and intron 5 (PIGA intron 5 (HCT116) and PIGA intron 5 (DLD-1)). An AAV vector carrying no NeoR gene was included as a control (VC) in each set of infections. The expression levels of the NeoR mRNA and protein in the infected cells were determined by qRT-PCR (mean ± s.e.m.; n = 3) and western blotting, respectively, and shown after normalization to GAPDH. Two-tailed paired t-test was applied for statistical analyses of data. (B) Gel images of western blotting for the NeoR and GAPDH proteins.

Hyc5′–5′ EGFP and the PIGA genes, in the reporter cell lines (clones) by quantitative RT-PCR. No direct correlation was observed between the expression levels of the reporter genes and either H/R ratios or absolute gene targeting frequencies (Supplementary Figure S5). These results suggest that the expression level of a target gene is not a primary factor determining gene targeting efficiency, and other factors, including the activities of homologous recombination and non-homologous end joining, may influence gene targeting efficiency in these assays.

Assessment of 2A-based promoter-trap system in plasmid-mediated gene targeting assisted by CRISPR-Cas9 system

Finally, we examined whether the advantage of using the 2A-based promoter-trap system in AAV-based targeting vectors could be applied to gene modification conducted using plasmid-based targeting vectors as well. An attempt to disrupt PIGA intron 5 by transfecting HCT116 and DLD-1 cell lines with the plasmid version of targeting vectors (pPIGAint5-RI-TV-IRES and pPIGAint5-RI-TV-2A) failed to exhibit appreciable FLAER-negative cell populations (Figure 6A and B), and transfected into the cell lines in combination with targeting vectors pPIGAint5-RI-TV-IRES or pPIGAint5-RI-TV-2A. gDNA was then extracted from the bulk populations of G418-resistant cells and PCR-amplified for subsequent RFLP analysis. This assay demonstrated that the use of 2A for promoter trapping lead to equivalent (HCT116) or lower (DLD-1) H/R ratios than the use of IRES in the context of plasmid-based gene targeting coupled with CRISPR-Cas9-mediated DNA double-strand break (Figure 6C and D).

To verify the integrity of targeted PIGA alleles, we stained subsets of G418-resistant HCT116 cells with FLAER, sorted FLAER-negative cell populations, isolated 24 single-cell clones and sequenced both homology arms and their flanking regions. All 24 clones were found to have undergone precise homologous integration of the targeting vector and harbored no additional CRISPR-Cas9-mediated genetic alterations in targeted PIGA alleles. The sequences of the primer-annealing sites for PCR amplification of RFLP fragments were intact in all 24 clones.

We also determined the number of G418-resistant colonies formed by each co-transfection, and then calculated the total integration frequencies and absolute gene targeting frequencies. Both of these frequencies were higher when 2A rather than IRES was used for promoter trap-
Figure 6. H/R ratios of plasmid-based targeting vectors in CRISPR-Cas9-assisted gene targeting. (A) A scheme describing the targeting of PIGA intron 5 with the assistance of a site-specific CRISPR-Cas9 endonuclease. Arrows associated with F or R indicate PCR primers used for RFLP analysis shown in (C). sgRNA: single guide RNA as a component of CRISPR-Cas9 system. E: EcoRI site. Other abbreviations are shown in the legends for Figures 1–3. (B) A sgRNA target sequence located at the junction of 5′ and 3′ homology arms. The genomic sequence of PIGA marked with a sgRNA target site, protospacer adjacent motif (PAM) and intron 5/exon 6 boundary is shown. (C) RFLP analysis. The HCT116 and DLD-1 cell lines were co-transfected with the above-described CRISPR-Cas9 cleavase along with either pPIGAint5-RI-TV-IRES (IRES) or pPIGAint5-RI-TV-2A (2A) and selected with G418. gDNA extracted from G418-resistant cells were processed for PCR amplification with the primer pair shown in (A), digested with EcoRI and separated by agarose gel electrophoresis. (Top) Deduced cleavage patterns of PCR products amplified from intact and targeted PIGA alleles. (Bottom) Representative gel images. A plasmid expressing Cas9 and a sgRNA without 20-nt guide RNA was used as a control for the CRISPR-Cas9 cleavase. DNA size standards (S) include 200–1000 bp DNA fragments with an interval of 100 bp. (D) The ratio of targeted versus entire PIGA alleles determined based on the intensities of 270 and 236-bp bands (mean ± s.e.m.; n = 3).

These results collectively indicated that, in plasmid-based gene targeting assisted by CRISPR-Cas9 system, the use of 2A for promoter trapping did not increase H/R ratios of a targeting vector but did increase absolute gene targeting frequencies relative to the use of IRES.

DISCUSSION
In this study, we performed a comparative analysis of two distinct promoter-trap systems, those exploiting 2A and IRES respectively, within AAV-based targeting vectors and CRISPR-Cas9-assisted gene targeting. To our knowledge, this is the first systematic comparison of gene targeting efficiencies achieved using these promoter-trap systems. We found that, in AAV-mediated gene targeting, the absolute gene targeting frequencies achieved with 2A-based promoter trapping was 3.4–28-fold greater than those achieved with IRES-based promoter trapping. In addition, the number of cell clones obtained via G418 selection was 1.6–5.4-fold higher when 2A was used for promoter trapping. These results may be attributable to the distinct translation levels at the downstream of 2A and IRES; i.e. 2A allows the production of an equal amount of proteins from the genes...
connected by 2A (28), while a gene downstream of IRES is likely translated at a lower level than the gene upstream of IRES (29). Thus, if two distinct AAV-based targeting vectors, those employing 2A and IRES respectively for promoter trapping, are integrated into the same locus within the genome, the antibiotic resistance protein is likely translated at a higher level with the use of 2A. This agrees with our observations that the use of AAV-based targeting vectors carrying 2A rather than IRES resulted in the production of larger amounts of NeoR protein from the targeting vectors and the formation of larger numbers of gene-targeted cell clones and G418-resistant colonies.

In regard to the H/R ratios of targeting vectors, our data indicate that 2A-based promoter trapping permits 2–5-fold more efficient enrichment of gene-targeted cell clones compared to IRES-based promoter trapping in AAV-based targeting vectors. Unlike IRES, genes upstream and downstream of 2A must be connected in the same reading frame so that the downstream gene can be translated into a functional protein. Therefore, in theory, no more than one-third of the cell clones undergoing random integration of targeting vectors into intragenic genomic regions acquire antibiotic resistance when 2A is used for promoter trapping. In contrast, when promoter trapping is attained using IRES, all cell clones that undergo random integration of targeting vectors within intragenic genomic regions are eligible to acquire antibiotic resistance. Our data were largely in agreement with this argument as the H/R ratios of targeting vectors were consistently higher when promoter trapping was attained using 2A rather than IRES.

Another strategy to achieve promoter trapping that is as efficient as the 2A-based promoter-trap system may be to employ a targeting vector in which an antibiotic resistance gene is translated as a part of a fusion protein with the targeted endogenous gene (47–49). This type of targeting vector also secures the same amount of translation products from the antibiotic resistance gene in the vector and the endogenous gene at the targeted locus. In addition, when targeting vectors are randomly integrated into the genome and the antibiotic resistance gene is fused with an endogenous gene in a different reading frame, the antibiotic resistance gene is not translated into a functional protein, thus permitting the enrichment of gene-targeted cell clones similarly to 2A-based promoter trapping. However, an antibiotic resistance protein fused to the C-terminus of some polypeptides may fail to confer antibiotic resistance even when it is translated in-frame, depending on the function and/or structure of the polypeptide fused to the antibiotic resistance protein. In this regard, two genes connected via 2A are translated as proteins that are separate from each other, reducing the possibility that the targeting vectors homologously integrated into the genome fail to confer antibiotic resistance. Other types of promoter-trap targeting vectors that have been often used include those in which the coding region of a targeted gene was precisely replaced with the coding sequence of an antibiotic-resistance gene at the ATG start codon (50–52). However, although useful, this promoter-trap strategy can only be applied to a limited variety of gene modifications, typically gene knockout.

In this study, the use of 2A-based promoter trapping in targeting vectors led to better absolute gene targeting frequencies not only in AAV-mediated gene targeting but also in CRISPR-Cas9-assisted gene targeting. However, unlike in AAV-mediated gene targeting, the use of 2A-based promoter trapping did not result in higher H/R ratios in CRISPR-Cas9-assisted gene targeting. In this regard, we found that the number of NeoR colonies formed upon transfection of the targeting vector was greater when 2A rather than IRES was used for promoter trapping, and this up-regulation was particularly remarkable (31-fold) in DLD1 cells. Although the mechanism underlying enhanced random integration of the plasmid vector carrying 2A in comparison to IRES is unknown, this result might be related to the finding that AAV vectors are preferably integrated into gene-rich and transcriptionally active regions of the genome (53,54). Both 2A and IRES might be able to support the production of an amount of the NeoR protein sufficient for conferring G418-resistance from many randomly integrated AAV vectors, but many randomly integrated plasmids that are integrated into transcriptionally less active regions of the genome might confer G418 resistance only downstream of 2A.

In summary, our data indicate that the use of 2A compared to IRES for promoter trapping results in better gene targeting efficiencies in AAV-mediated gene targeting. In CRISPR-Cas9-assisted gene targeting, the utility of 2A-based promoter trapping may depend on the aim of the gene targeting experiments, as this method enhances the absolute gene targeting frequencies but not the H/R ratios of the targeting vectors. The findings in this study will help to improve the design of AAV-based targeting vectors and to develop an efficient technology of gene targeting readily applicable to various human cell lines.
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